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Transfers in the Group of Multiplicative Units
of the Classical Cohomology Ring and
Stiefel-Whitney Classes
By

Andrzej KOZLOWSKI*
Abstract
It is proved that G(X)-the group of multiplicative units of the classical cohomology
ring !!#»(*; Z/2) of a C^-complex X admits a transfer map N™: G(X)-+G(Y) defined
12=0

for finite coverings n : X—>Y, such that total Stiefel-Whitney class w: K0( ) — > G ( ) is a
transfer commuting natural transformation. It is also shown that N™ possesses all the
properties of transfers in generalized cohomology theories and for double coverings can
be expressed in terms of the Evens transfer ("Evens norm").

§ 0. Introduction
The principal purpose of this paper is to answer a question I raised in [9].
Namely, consider the total Stiefel-Whitney class as a homomorphism
w: KO(X)—>G(X;

Z/2)

where G(X; Z/2) denotes the group of multiplicative units of the classical
cohomology ring

M(X)=ILHl(X;
1= 0

Z/2)

of a Cl/F-complex X. In [9] it was shown that the functor G(X\ Z/2) possesses
a "transfer homomorphism" defined for double coverings X—>Y such that the
diagram
^,
w
KO(X)
> G(X-r Z/2)

i

KO(Y)

w

> G(Y; Z/2)

where the vertical arrows denote transfers, is commutative. (Actually in [9]
this was proved only for the augmented Stiefel-Whitney class
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w : KO(X} —> G(X}
where G(X] Z/2)=HQ(X; Z)xG(X; Z/2) and w=(rank, w\ but as will be
shown later, these statements are equivalent). In cases like this we shall say
that the total Stiefel-Whitney class commutes with the transfer, and sometimes,
that the transfer commutes with the total Stiefel-Whitney class. In [9] I asked
if the definition of the above transfer can be extended to arbitrary finite coverings, so that it possess all the "usual properties". It is in fact easy to see that
the answer is yes, the transfer is in fact in a certain sense induced by the one
in ^0-theory. Unfortunately the way the transfer is defined does not appear to
throw much light on the question of whether it is the transfer in some generalized cohomology theory G*(Z; Z/2) for which G°(X; Z/2)=G(X; Z/2).
The definition of the transfer and verification of its properties occupies the
first three sections of the paper. The last section is devoted to pointing out
various relationships between this work (and some of my past work) and the
papers of Fulton & Macpherson [6] and B. Kahn [7].
This paper was written while the author was visiting the Tokyo Institute
of Technology. I would like to thank the members of the Department of Mathematics, and especially professors Y. Sasao, T. Fukuda and K. Yamaguchi
for helping to make my stay both enjoyable and productive.
§ 1. The Main Theorem
Our main result is the following theorem.
Theorem 1.1. For each finite covering K : X-^ Y there is a transfer map
N™: G(X; Z/2)->G(7; Z/2) such that the diagram

w

^•^
KO(X)

w

KO(Y)

> G(X; Z/2)
N%t
>G(Y] Z/2)

is commutative (where x{ denotes the transfer in reduced K-theory). This transfer
is uniquely characterized by the following properties:

i. //

X'

*'\

>X

Y

is a homotopy fibre square with f and g finite coverings then
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2. // ;r=l: X-+X then N%=1: G(X] Z/2)-+G(X; Z/2).
r p
3. // Z->r->Z /s a composite covering then N^or=N^N1f.
4. // TT : ^T—>F zs a disjoint union of coverings X=X1UXZ
G(X] Z/2)
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and if

x^

fc : Xk-*X is the inclusion and nk = K\xk the restriction for k = l, 2.
5. Let TT : X— >Y be a double covering. Then
<=o

xt )=Nx( S *<
/

\i-o

denotes the Evens transfer (or rather its analogue for cohomology with
Z/2 coefficients, see [3], [6], [7], [11], [16],), and t=w^(lx}\
Properties 1-4 imply that N™ is a homomorphism (consider the covering
X\JX-*X-*Y}.
One can also deduce a "double coset" formula in the manner of
[16] p. 130.
It is clear that properties 1-5 of N™ characterize it uniquely because of the
following well known result, which is a special case of Proposition 12.1 of [6].
Proposition 2.1. Let n: X^>Y be a covering with Y connected. Then there
is a connected covering Y'-*Y of odd degree such that the induced covering
XxY'—*Yf is a disjoint union of coverings Xa-^Y' ', each of which is either an
isomorphism or factors into a composite of double coverings.
§ 2. Construction of N™
It is well known that H*(BO; Z/2}-=Z/2[_wl, wz, •••], where BO is the
classifying space for stable orthogonal real vector bundles and the w t 's are the
universal Stiefel-Whitney classes. BO is of course an //-space with respect to
the Whitney sum

©: BOXBO — >BO
and, moreover, an infinite loop space. This implies that there is an Eoo-operad
{L(ri)}n>Q which acts on BO via a family of Dyer-Lashof maps

D%0: L(n} X B0n — > BO
*n

(e.g. [12]). Since each L(ri) is a free contractible IVspace (where In denotes
the symmetric group on n symbols), we shall often use the notation EIn in
place of L(ri). We shall also assume from now until further notice that all
cohomology groups have coefficients in Z/2 and write Hn(X), G(X), in place of
Hn(X; Z/2), G(X; Z/2), etc. We shall also assume that all OF-complexes are
connected, although this assumption is not essential as will become clear later.
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It is clear that there is an isomorphism of sets
(A)

G(X)=*JCom(H*(BO),

H*(X»

where Mom(H*(BO), H*(Xy) denotes the set of degree preserving ring homomorphisms, given by
l + *l + * 2 + - « - > /

where f(wl)=xl. We next make the right hand side of (A) into an abelian
group by defining the sum of two ring homomorphisms f,g: H*(BO)-+H*(X)
to be the composite homomorphism
H*(BO) — >

H*(BOXBO}=H*(BO)®H*(BO}
A*
> H*(X)

where A: X-*XxX is the diagonal inclusion. With this abelian group structure
on the right (A) becomes an isomorphism of abelian groups. The homomorphism

f — > /*

—•

is, of course, the total Stiefel-Whitney class. (These simple observations, which
nevertheless play a key role in what follows, I learned from [14]. I would like
to thank Kenshi Ishiguro for bringing this paper to my attention).
Let now 0: H*(X}-*H*(Y) be a ring homomorphism (where X and Y are
locally finite CTF-complexes). Let S be a subgroup of the symmetric group 2nThen 0 induces a homomorphism of rings Ts<f> :
H*(ESxXn)^H*(ESxYn).
S

£

Moreover, if 0 is induced by a map of spaces /: Y-+X, i.e. 0=/*, then Tsf*

is induced by the map of spaces lxfn: ESxXn-*ESxYn.

s

s

The correspondence

$-+T s<j) is natural with respect to homomorphisms S'-+S" of subgroups of 2n.
All of this follows from the work of Nakaoka ([13] Theorem 3.3) as generalized
to spaces in [7]. Namely, there is an isomorphism of rings
s
which is natural with respect to maps of spaces and homomorphisms of groups.
From this the above assertions immediately follow, but as it will be later convenient to have an explicit construction of the map

Ts: JCom(H*(X\ #*(F)) — >Mom(H*(ESxXn),
s

H*(ESxYn))
s

by means of cochains, so we briefly describe it below. Let $ be as above. Then
0 can be represented by a map of cochain complexes 0: C*(Z)—»C*(F). Since
the cochain complexes have coefficients in Z/2 any two such maps inducing the
same homomorphism on H* are cochain homotopic.
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Since C*(£SxZn)^Hom5(C*(£S), C*(Z)071), the cochain map 0 induces a
5
cochain map
Hom a (l; ®®n): Homs(C*(ES}, C*(*)®n) — ^ Hom5(C*(£S),
By a lemma of Steenrod (Lemma 3.2 in [13]), the homomorphism H*(ESxXn)
s

-*H*(ESxYn) induced by Hom^l ; 0®n) depends only on 0 and thus defines Ts<f>.
s
When S=2n we shall write simply T<j) for Ts<f>. We can now define the
transfer N% for all finite coverings x: X-*Y as follows. Let x^G(X; Z/2} be
represented by a ring homomorphism /: H*(BO)-*H*(X).
Then #?(*) is represented by the ring homomorphism

(D%0T
Tf
t*
H*(BO) > H*(ESn X B0n) —> H*(ESn X Xn) —> H*(Y)
Sn

n

where t: Y-*ESnxX
n

Sn

is a pre-transfer map which is defined as follows.
n

Let

n

X denote the subspace of X given by X ={(xi, ••• , xn); x t ^ X j if i^j and
7L(Xi}=7i;(xj) for all l^i, j^n}. The symmetric group In acts freely on Xn ',
hence we have a principal 2n bundle Xn-*Xn/Sn^Y.
Choose a "classifying
map" of principal Sn bundles

I , _\s
As a pre-transfer we can now take the map t(y}=[_<p(xi, ••• , x n \ (xlf • • • , xny],
where the xt are the n points in n~l(y). It is easy to see that the homotopy
classs of this map is independent of the choices made. (More details about pretransfers can be found in [1]).
§ 3. Proof of the Main Theorem
We will only sketch the proofs of properties 1-4 of the transfer N™ since
they are straight forward, and give a more detailed proof of property 5.
1. Let
X'

>X

Y'

>Y

be a homotopy fibre square with n\ X-+Y and n': X'->Y' finite coverings.
We wish to prove that
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where u^G(X). Represent u by a ring homomorphism u: H*(BO)-*H*(X).
Then f*u is represented by the homomorphism

u
/*
f*u i H*(BO) — > H*(X) — > H*(X') .
N%(f*u) is represented by
(DM*
T(/*M)
«•
#*(50) > H*(EZn X £0 n ) * H*(EZn X ^n)
^n

*n

On the other hand g^N^(u) is represented by
(#Bo)*
TM
H*(BO) > H*(ESn X B0n} —> H*(ESn X X")
t*

g*

— >H*(Y} — >H*(Y').
Since T(f*u)=Tf*°Tu

it is only necessary to verify that the diagram

T/*
H*(EZn X Xn) > H*(EZn X Xfn]

> H*(Y')
ra

is commutative. Since T/*=((lX/ )* this follows from the homotopy commutativity of the diagram
n

EIn x X

lxfn

*

t,

y.
2. Obvious.
r

p

3. Le
So
Let J£—»F—»Z be a composite covering and let x^G(X\
show that

We want to

The left hand side is represented by
H*(BO)

(^Sff)*
Tmnx
> H*(EZnm X B0nm}
>
•^nm

H*(EZnm X

X™)-^H*(Z)

^nm

where m is the degree of r and w the degree of^p.
represented by

The right hand side is
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H*(BO)

Wo)*

Tm(Dl0)*
> H*(EIm X (ESn X B0n)m)

> H*(EIm X B0m)
2-m

Z-m

1 m* n%

J- rn.tr

> H*(EIm X (EIn X *»)")
•^m
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2n

*p

> H*(EZn X Fm) —^ H*(Z).

-^TI

Z-m,

To show that the left hand side Bright hand side we only need to check that
the following diagrams commute
D/nraNj
X ft(j
(1)

^ n*(Jb2,
717"%f 7-7 Vm X\/ (£2^
^ 7-? V X \xnUT3 f}n\m,\
>
) )

A

^A

^ H*(ESnm X B0nm)

J^*(50)

(2)

H*(EZm X (EIn X BOnD

(vr0n)*iv
2

T

T Y
m •*• n^~

> H*(EZm X (EZn X Xn]

2

m>n

nm

(vs.)*t

2

m n

Tmnx

H*(EInm X B0 )

'

w

|

> H*(EZnm X

H*(EZm X (ESn X Xn)m)

(3)

1

Xnm)

> H*(ESm X Ym)

•

TT*fj?Y

n*(£L£nm \s
X Avnm\)

. rr*/ y\
•>
ri^\L}.

^nm

In the above diagrams the maps
(V£. n ): ^I'm

X (EJ n

X Zn)m

> EZnm

X

^n71

are defined using the "structure maps"

(in our case ni=nz='-- = nm=n) of the operad {EIn}n^. Diagram (1) commutes
because the diagram
1 v x / n n \m

EJ,, X (EJn X B0nr -

^> EJ^ X B0m

X

commutes (by definition of an operad). To see that diagram (2) commutes we
consider it at the level of cochains. li is then necessary to show that the diagram
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commutes (where the maps denoted by the arrows are the obvious ones). It is
easy to see that this diagram can be identified with the commutative diagram

in which the vertical maps are induced by the inclusions
denotes the wreath product of symmetric groups), Finally, diagram (3) commutes because the diagram
lXtr
ESn X (EIn X Xn}m <EIm X Ym

EInm X Xn
is obviously homotopy commutative.
4. The proof is similar to that of 3, and will be omittedo
5. Observe first that both sides of the identity define transfers (for double
coverings) which commute with the total Stiefel-Whitney class. Indeed, for the
left hand side this is what we have just proved. For the right hand side it
can be proved in exactly the same way as was done in [9] in the augmented
(non-reduced) case. In [9] an augmented transfer
N": G(X} —
was defined for double coverings n : X-+Y by the formula
N*°(m,
S x ) = \(2m, Nx\t=o
( S x<)+
S ^(x,X(l+O
\
j=o t /
/ i=o
(where by convention ^0=1). It was also shown that the augmented transfer
has the right properties and that it commutes with the augmented total StiefelWhitney class
(&): G(X}—>KO(X}0
In fact this entire paper could have been written for the non-reduced case. First,
for a locally finite (not necessarily connected) CPF-complex X we can show that
G(X)=H°(X; Z)xG(Z)=^ 0 m coalgebra (//*(Zx50), #*(*)). The natural map
KO(X)=[X, ZxBO~]-^Momcoalgebra(H*(ZxBO\ H*(Xy) turns out to be the augmented total Stiefel-Whitney class tf)(£)=(rank(f), w;(?)). Next we can now
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define the augmented transfer N™ analogously to the way N™ was denned. The
statement of Theorem 1.1 remains valid with N™ replaced by N%, except that
the formula in 5 has to be replaced by the one given in [9]. The expression
in 5 in the reduced case can be deduced from the non-reduced one by making
use of a curious formula discovered by B. Kahn [7]. Let us consider this in
detail.
Restricting N™ to the "zero component" G(Z)=OxG(Z)cG(Z) we get the
"transfer" for double coverings given by the right hand side of the formula in
5. Let us show that the total (non-augmented) Stiefel-Whitney class commutes
with this transfer. Since the augmented total Stiefel-Whitney class commutes
with the augmented transfer we have:

=(2k,
N;(\i=o
23 i^(f))/ + i=o
23 ^(u; 1 (£))((l+0*- i +l))/(2fe, (1+0*)/
\

S

=(0,
\

i=Q

By Proposition 1. 2. 5. b of [7] we have tNx(x + y)=tNx(x)+tNz(y)

and hence

23 ^(^t(£))(l+0-*=^(\i=o
23 ^

i=o

Substituting we finally obtain
(0, w;(w,(e-l*)))=(0 > Nx\i=o
(i=o
23
2323 t^(f))+
/ *=o
as required.
We have shown that both sides of the formula in property 5 define transfers
for double coverings which commute with the total Stiefel-Whitney class. Let
us denote them by N™ (as before) and JV™. We will show that they coincide.
First observe that both transfers are defined as composites of maps
D%, Dwx : G(X] — > G(EI2 X Xz)
zz
with the pre-transfer

t*: G(EI, XX2) — >G(7).
^2

Thus it is enough to show that D%=B\$.

In fact it suffices to show this for
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X=BO. Indeed, the map Dwx can be defined in terms of D%0 as follows. Let
x<=G(X) be represented by a ring homomorphism /: H^(BO)-^H^(X)a Let w^
G(BO} be the universal total Stiefel-Whitney class l + w1-\-wz+" -(represented by
the homomorphism 1 : H*(BO)-+H*(BO)). We have D^0(w)^G(EI2 X BO2)=
3Com(H*(BO\

H*(ES2XB02}\

Composing with

Tf:

H*(ES2 X BOZ)-+

Z2

*2

H*(ES2 x X2) we obtain the element D%(x)^G(EZn X X2)=Mom(H*(BO),
z2
zz
H*(ES2 X X2)}. Similarly we can show that D%(x)=Tf°D%0(w). Indeed, we
have
DWBO(\ <2
wt)=D
BO( 2 11;,)+ |j DBodjuJ&l+tr'+l).
=0
/
\t=0
/
1=0
Applying Tf and using the cochain construction of Dx (see [7] where it
is denoted by P2) we easily check that
i
Tf°D™BO( \ i =So wt)=D
z( fj ^,)+ 2 ZJx(xO((l+0- +l)=55(*)
/
\ < = o / i=o

as required. Thus it remains to show that D%0=D%o> Consider the covering
BSzxX. As a pre-transfer map for this covering we can take
"the diagonal" A: X^EIZ X X2 (e.g. see [11]). Since is well known that the
%9
map
(!'*, A*)

G(ESn X X n ) -

>

G(X2)®G(BS2XX)

2-n

is injective (where i : X2-*EZ2 X X2 is the inclusion of a fibre for the bundle
^2

EI2 X X2->BS2) it suffices to show that
^2

1. i*(J5S0)(u;)=:*(£fs0)(u;)
and

2.

It is easy to verify that 1 holds. To prove that 2 is also true we observe that
&*(D%oKw)=N™BO(w\ k*(tho)(w)=NyBO(w\
Since N™ and N™ commute with
the total Stiefel-Whitney class we have N™BO(w(%})=N™BO(w(&) for any vector
bundle ? on BO. Hence we must have N^BO(w}=N^BO(w} which completes our
proof.
§4. Some Remarks on the Work of Fulton-MacPherson [6]
and Be Kahn [7]
The questions considered in this paper originated with the problem proposed
by Atiyah in [2], of finding a purely algebraic definition of the Chern classes
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of a complex and Stiefel-Whitney classes of a real representation of a finite
group. Atiyah pointed out that for this purpose it is sufficient to obtain a
"purely algebraic" formula for the total Chern or Stiefel-Whitney class of a
representation of a finite group induced from a representation of a subgroup in
terms of Chern or Stiefel-Whitney classes of the given representation (of the
subgroup). Such a formula for the Chern class was first found by Evens [4] in
the case of a normal subgroup of prime index and one dimensional representation (classical results in representation theory imply that this is sufficient for
the purpose of an "algebraic definition" asked for by Atiyah) and extended by
Evens and D. Kahn to representations of arbitrary degree. An simple proof of
an analogous formula for the total Stiefel-Whitney class of the direct image
(transfer) of a real vector bundle for a double covering map was given independently by the present author in [9] and by B. Kahn in [7] (the argument
in [7] is credited to J. Lannes). Finally Fulton and MacPherson [6] obtained
a general formula (for arbitrary coverings), which we will describe below. (It
may be worth pointing out that the definition of the transfer N™ gives the
simplest solution to Atiyah's original problem in the case of the Stiefel-Whitney
class, since the definition can easily be given a "purely algebraic" form). My
interest in these questions, unlike that of the above mentioned authors, derives
primarily from infinite loop space theory. From this point of view we think
of transfers which satisfy properties 1-4 of Theorem 1.1 as arising from "transfer
spaces" which represent these functors, i. e. spaces admiting a compatible family
of Dyer-Lashof maps. It is well known that infinite loop spaces are transfer
spaces and infinite loop maps between infinite loop spaces commute with the
transfers. The converses to these assertions are of course not true (e.g. see
[8] and [10]) but hold in many naturally arising situations in topology (e. g.
see [1]). This is the main justification for the question originally raised in [9].
Perhaps some light on this question may be thrown by comparing our main
theorem with the main result of [6]. I will restate this result in a form which
appears to be most suggestive in this context. In order to see this more clearly
let us first consider another result of [6].
Let TT: X-*Y be a finite covering of degree n. Let I denote a monotone
non-increasing sequence of non-negative integers ^=(^1, /(2, • • • , ^), ^iS^S^-"^
^n^O. To each such sequence 1 and an integer a^X we associate auxiliary
coverings /V. Xz-*Y and p z . a : Xx,a-^X with a homotopy fibre square of
coverings
P*,a

Xx, a

X,

>

X

>Y .

Fulton and MacPherson prove the following formula for the Evens transfer of
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a sum.

Proposition 4.1. Let xl^Hi(X)
Then

for i = l, 2, ••• and let ic : X-*Y be as above.

where X runs over all sequences as above with ^2^1 (The notation is as in [6]
except that we denote the classical transfer with the subscript ! rather than*),
In [6] the above "addition formula" is proved in a general geometric context.
We remark that in the topological case an easy homotopy theoretic proof can
be given, but we shall not bother to do so here,,
Now we shall state the main result of [6] in a form which, in our opinion,
suggests a possible inriguing relationship with the above formula. Namely, for
x^Hd(X) define the "normalized" Evens transfer N7:(x)=l/w(7cl(ld))N7:(x).
In
words this means that the "normalized" transfer of a homogeneous element of
degree d is the Evens transfer of the element divided by the total StiefelWhitney class of the transfer of the trivial ^-dimensional bundle. Of course
the "normalized" transfer of a homogeneous element is not longer homogeneous.
Now we define the "normalized" transfer of a sum by the formula in Proposition 4.1 with Nn in place of N*, i.e.

The main result of ([6], Theorem 5.1) can now be easily shown to be
equivalent to
Theorem 4.20 Let it: X-+Y be a finite covering. Then the "transfer" NK:
G(X)-*G(Y) commutes with the (reduced) total Stief el-Whitney class.
It seems virtually certain that the above "transfer" is the same as the one
defined in our main theorem (Theorem 1.1) i.e.

but this appears to be difficult to prove. Of course it is sufficient to show that
the "transfer" defined by the Fulton-MacPherson formula possesses properties
1-5 in Theorem 1.1. In fact this is easy to show that it possesses properties
1, 2, 4, 5 (see [6] pp. 54-58, 90) but a direct proof of property 3 appears to be
extremely complicated. It is, however, interesting to note that, at least in the
topological case, one can obtain several of the consequences of the main formula
of [6] by using only Theorem 1.1 and well known facts from homotopy theory
and infinite loop space theory. The following results are proved in [6] as
orollaries of the main formula.
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Proposition 4.3. (Corollaries 5.2 and 5.3 of [6]). Let n:X—>Y be as above
and let E be a real vector bundle over X of rank e« Then we have the following
formulas :
(a)
(b)

^(TT.^^^^^^

(where 7r; denotes both the transfer in classical cohomology and the "Atiyah
transfer" for vector bundles, while 7r, c2) denotes the "second order" Evens transfer, see [3], [6], [7]).
Proof.

First observe that we can write (a) in the form

which is the same as saying that the first Stiefel-Whitney class

w, : KO(X) — > H\X ; Z/2)
commutes with the transfer. But it is well known that the map

wi\ BO — >K(Z/2; 1)
is in fact an infinite loop map and thus commutes with the transfer. To prove
(b) (and in fact simultaneously re-prove (a)) we generalize the above argument.
Consider the natural homomorphism (truncated total Stiefel-Whitney class)

w/s=(wl9 w2) : KO(X) — > G/3(X)=H\X; Z/2)XH\X]

Z/2).

Here the right hand side is an abelian group with the group operation given by
(xi, xz)+(yi, yz)=(xi+yi, xz+yz+xiyi). In fact this group is the zero-th term
of a connective cohomology theory, by [15]. Indeed, in [15] it is shown that
for any (anti-)commutative graded ring A={Ai}i>Q the //-space Hi^iK(Aif i)
representing the group of multiplicative units of the ring Ht^H^X, At) is an
infinite loop space. If we take A=Z/2[_x~]— the graded ring of polynomials in
one indeterminate x of degree 1, we obtain the infinite loop space structure on
the representing space of the functor G(X) whose corresponding transfer is the
Evens transfer. If instead we take a truncated polynomial ring A=Z/2[x~]/xn
we obtain an infinite loop space structure on the finite product of Eilenbergn-\

MacLane spaces II K(Z/2 ; i) and in particular taking n=3 we obtain an infinite
i=o

loop space structure on the product K(Z/2 ; l)xK(Z/2 ; 1) mentioned above. The
transfer corresponding to this cohomology theory is easy to describe. Let
K'.X— >Y be a finite covering and let l-\-Xi+x2 be an element of G/S(X) (we
now think of G/S(X) as the group of multiplicative units in the ring H°(X ', Z/2)
XH\X] Z/2)XH2(X; Z/2)). The transfer N'x* in G/3(X) is just the transfer AL
in G(X) truncated in degrees ^3, thus
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(c)

(this follows from well known properties of the Evens transfer, and can be
easily proved directly from the definition). Now, it is easy to show that
formulas (a) and (b) are together equivalent to the assertion that w/3 commutes
with the transfer. Indeed, suppose that
then
hence

Cross-multiplying and substituting the expression (c) into the right hand side,
we obtain formulas (a) and (b).
One can easily show that w/3 commutes with the transfer by making use of
formulas 4, 5 in Theorem 1.1 and Proposition 2.1, from which we see that
Nn=N™ modulo terms of degree^S. (I proved the corresponding result for the
Chern class in this way some time ago, see the remark on p. 430-431) in [10]).
However, at least in the case of the total Stief el-Whitney class, a much stronger
statement is true: w/s is an infinite loop map. A proof of this fact will appear
elsewhere. Note however, that this statement is not true for any w/n with
n>3, indeed, such w/n do not commute with the transfer.
As another example let us prove, by a similar method, another of the
corollaries of the main formula of [6].

<k.

Proposition 4.4. (Corollary 5.7 of [6]) Suppose k>Q and wlE=Q for 0<i
Then

Proof.

Re-write the above equality in the form
u;*(^(£-li))=w I u;*(JB-li).

To prove this, consider the map / : X-+BO which classifies the virtual bundle
E— lex. The assumption implies that / lifts to a map to (k— l)-connected
KO theor
theory

BO(k, "., oo)

wk

>K(Z/Z;k)

.
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Now, it is well known that wk, the lifting of wk to the (&--l)-connected cover
of BO is an infinite loop map, hence it commutes with the transfer, i.e.

(Here we are using the symbol / to denote both the map and the corresponding
element of \_X, B0(k, ••• , oo)]. The transfer on the R. H. S. is, of course, the
one corresponding to (k— l)-connected ^CO-theory).
Since 0kf=f &nd 6k commutes with the transfer (being an infinite loop
map) we have

This completes the proof. Of course exactly the same argument can be used to
prove the analogous result for Chern classes.
Finally, we observe that many of the results of [6] and [7] about StiefelWhitney classes of "direct image bundles" can be "generalized" as statements of
properties of the transfer N™, without reference to vector bundles. For example the following
Proposition 4.5. (Corollary 5.5 of [7]). Let E be a real vector bundle of
rank e. Let it\ X-^Y be a covering of degree n. Then

can be deduced from
Proposition 4.6. Let (e, 1+jcH ----- \-xe^G(X). Let N™(e, l+*iH ----- \-xe}
=(en, P(e, xlf ••• , xe)). Then the term of degree en in P(e, x1} ••• , xe) is Nn(xe}.
Proof. It is well known and easy to show that the term of degree ne in
NX(!+XI+ ••• +xe) is Nn(xe). Thus for a double covering (n=2) the result
follows from the formula

It now follows at once from Theorem 1.1 and well known properties of the
Evens transfer Na ([3], [6], [7], [16]) that it is true for a composite covering
and a disjoint union. The general case now follows from Proposition 2.1.
As another example, the same method proves the following formula :
Proposition 4.7. Let d=Q mod2* +1 .
( n d , l + 7r,(^2*)+ ••• +7r,(;c 2 *+i- 1 )+{ter?7zs of

Then N™(d, l + xzk + x2k+1+ •••)=

From this Proposition 1.3.4 of [7] follows immediately.
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